
NEWSLETTER 

JULY 2020 

  1,117  Volunteer hours worked in 2020 

South West in Bloom Gold Award Winners 2008-2019 

 Champion of Champions Gold Award 2017  

One of the top 7 In Bloom places in the UK  

PORTISHEAD—a great place to live!  

 

Work Parties 
Due to further lifting of restrictions we have  
resumed our work parties in a more formal 
manner.  
If you can join us, that would be wonderful. 
Each work party is conducted with social  
distancing in mind.  
 
Monday July 20th Albert Road/ Brampton Way 
Wednesday July 22nd     Rodmoor Gardens 
Monday July 27th      The Potager 
Wednesday July 29th    Rodmoor Gardens 
Wednesday August 5th  Rodmoor Gardens 
Wednesday August 12th Rodmoor Gardens 

RECENT WORK 
Volunteers have been busy in many areas of the town 
since writing the last newsletter. 
Jubilee Park   It is many months since work in this area 
was undertaken. However, after 5 volunteers spent a 
morning weeding, cutting back and general tidying the 
flower beds tended by Portishead in Bloom looked 
lovely. 
The verbena with its purple flowers and the ornamental 
grasses look particularly good. 
The area around the information stones has been 
strimmed around the pathways but the remainder has 
been left to grow to encourage wildflowers and wildlife. 
 
The Potager Garden— This is probably the most public 
area where so many people walk past and often remark  
how much they appreciate the hard work of the  
volunteers. The weeds have had the perfect conditions 
to thrive so weeding has been top priority. The strong 
winds of late has meant that some plants have suffered 
badly. Vegetables, including butternut squash, have 
been added to the planters. 

The Boat Roundabout  
Five volunteers braved the traffic one Sunday morning to 
tend this prominent roundabout. The weeds had  
certainly taken hold and as the ground was very hard it 
made our task quite tricky. We weeded about a quarter 
of the roundabout as it was difficult and then planted 36 
Geranium Rozanne with its distinctive vibrant blue/
purple flowers. These will spread further and provide a 
splash of colour and hopefully they will also suppress 
the weeds. 
 
 
 
 

THANK YOU 

We are grateful for any donation big or small 
as this year our main fund raising events 
have been cancelled.  
We were delighted to be given £250 from 
Anna Hill at Portishead Kitchens raised by 
her selling second hand books 
within the shop. Thank you for this 
fantastic amount. 

Esplanade Hedge 
This area is near the Lido. The mixed 
hedge was planted as small saplings a few 
years ago and it was encased in wire with 
wooden poles in between to protect it. Last 
week the work party was based here and 
huge amounts of bindweed were removed 
and the wire and poles taken away. The 
hedge is now a thick and thriving habitat for 
wildlife and the poles are being re used for 
another project. 
More about this  
In a future news 
letter. 



Beautiful Roses and more in Rodmoor 
Rodmoor Gardens has been the area 
where  the volunteers have worked the 
most. It is a beautiful space and hundreds 
of people have used it recently for walks, 
picnics, meeting with friends and generally 
admiring the huge variety of plants.  
The gardens have been known as the rose 
gardens and many varieties still exist today. 
They have been spectacular and dead 
heading and cutting back to an open facing 
bud will hopefully provide a second flush of 
flowers.  
The bindweed has thrived in the warm, 
damp weather so this is tackled on a weekly 
basis but it is rather satisfying when a long 
strand is detangled and eliminated from a 
shrub! Some hedging and shrubs have 
been pruned and the leaves and branches 
from the huge tree are regularly picked up 
from the grass. The strong winds certainly 
hit this area.  
At present the hollyhocks, lavender and 
Russian sage( Perovskia) blue spires all 
look beautiful along with the purple and 
white central bed and the flowers near the 
entrance, especially the self seeded vibrant 
poppies. The wooden signs have been  
updated with the 5 star award for 2019 and 
new varnish has been expertly applied by 
Ken Windibank   

FRONT GARDEN AWARDS 
It was lovely that we had so many entries for these 
awards. Jane Pagano, Ian Murphy and Anna Hill 
spent 2 afternoons viewing all of the entrants and 
judging them on the RHS criteria. Only gardens that 
were able to be viewed from the road or driveway 
were eligible this year due to Covid 19. Many  
stunning and varied gardens were seen and the  
results will be announced at a later date. The awards 
will be bronze, silver, silver gilt and gold but  
congratulations should be given to all of those who 
entered. 

Flags  
We have missed the flags fluttering in the High Street 
this year but the one NHS flag in the Precinct has 
been truly representative of this extraordinary time 
and appreciated by everyone. 
 A big thank you to all those who make and repair the 
flags and a special thank you to those who have 
made extra flags during lockdown. 
We now have over 50 flags and they will once again 
by flying high in 2021. 

Plant sale 
As all of our fund raising events have been cancelled 
this year, we plan to have a plant sale in September. If 
you have any cuttings or spare plants, please could you 
keep us in mind so that we can hopefully raise some 
money and also enhance peoples gardens too.  
Further information will be given next month. 

Jobs for July 
Deadhead flowers to keep plants attractive and encourage 
more blooms. 
Pick courgettes before they become too big. 
Give the lawn a quick acting Summer feed, especially if it 
did not have a Spring feed. 
Continue to tie in and train new growth on climbers. 
Prune lupins to encourage further flowers. 
Deadhead sweet peas to keep them blooming. 
Water at dusk to reduce evaporation. 

One example 
of a lovely 
front garden 
being judged 
by Jane and 
Anna 



For Further details about PIB please see our  

Website        www.portisheadinbloom.org.uk,  
follow us on       FACEBOOK and Twitter  

or e mail   portisheadinbloom@btinternet.com 

 

The recent art competition was very well supported 
with over 60 fantastic entries.from children age 6—11 
years old. The standard was very high and the judge, 
local artist Pat Shipsides, remarked that the thought 
and interpretation that had gone into each art work 
was wonderful. 

Overall Winner—Holly B age 10 High Down School 
Pat said—This painting shows a great sense of meaning 
and design, using colour to highlight the message 

  1st Prize Lucy H age 8 High Down 

1st Prize Alice B age 9 High Down 

Overall Winner up 
to age 6 
Louis High Down 
Infants School 
(Rockets with the 

 pollution causing the 
flowers to die) 

1st Prize Erin W 
age 8  
St Peter’s School 

2nd Prize 
Katie P age 11 
Trinity School 
Special 
Judges Award 

1st Prize Alicia P age10 Trinity  
School Special Judges Award 

Ist Prize Chloe H  age 7 High Down 



Portishead is looking BLOOMING 
beautiful 


